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In the report we present the contemporary status of Dark Matter particle search in theoretical and experimental 

aspects. We analyze some direct methods of registration for non-contact interaction between DM particles and a 

working medium, and propose the scheme of SQUID – paramagnetic absorber as a new detector. 
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In 1933 the Swiss astronomer F. Zwicky published results of observations of the velocity 

dispersion for eight galaxies in the Coma Cluster [1]. He claimed the discrepancies between 

observeН Нata anН preНТМteН bв σeаton’s РravТtв tСeorв velocities pointed to an existence of 

hidden matter, did not registered by optical instruments. To date, evidences of the existence of 

hidden matter or now called Dark Matter (DM) have become so many that doubts in its obvious 

are dispersed. Experimental validations include 

 observations of the orbital velocities of stars in galaxies;  

 distortions of the sky view, caused by DM;  

 the shift of hydrogen emission lines of a matter located in intergalactic space; 

 kinematic data of stars and gas streams, indicating a massive and dark halos 

within   galaxies; 

 contemporary astrophysics and high-energy physics appreciates the data on X-ray 

emission of  galaxies and galaxy clusters. The data obtained from satellites PAMELA, 

ROSAT, XMM-Newton, Chandra.   

Due to non-stop refining estimates the amount of DM in 5-6 times more than baryonic 

matter, which represents normal outward things for us. Seeing that the Universe's expansion is 

accelerating at the greatest distances, we have to adopt also "Dark Energy", which acts to drive the 

expansion, in opposition to gravity. Taking a mass-energy fork as a base, Dark Energy contributes 

in sum about 14 times greater than the visual matter. (The observable Universe contains 68.3% 

Dark Energy, 26.8% share Dark Matter and only 4.9% is visible ordinary (baryonic) matter) 

[https://ru.wikipedia.org/]. 
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What is a source of DM? At first sight it is necessary to choose a particle as a DM 

constituent. So the most adopted is a model of particles, so due to their energy we have ColdDM, 

WarmDM, HotDM. Features of this model are      

      the large number of candidates (~ 50)  

       a variety of mechanisms of interaction  

      the possibility of mutual transformation of particles DM  

       a variety of interaction parameters  

But as pranksters are joking: DM particles are not exist in SM family and we cannot see 

them through a telescope.   

Hypothetically a DM particle interacts with a baryonic particle through gravitation or weak 

nuclear force and can undergo head-on collisions (fig.1). Specific search of particles is carried out 

in multiplicity of laboratories around the world, using direct and indirect methods of registration 

(CRESST, DAMA, EDELWEISS, CDMS-II, CoGeNT, KIMS and ANAIS, DEAP, DarkSide, 

WARP, PICASSO, TPC, DRIFT, SIMPLE). These studies include a considerable number of space 

experiments (see above), experiments placed in Antarctica (IceCube).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1. Scheme of interaction between WIMP and the nucleus of a detector medium. The 

alternative collision between photon or an electron and the atomic electron is shown. Scatterings 

of a neutron, an electron and a photon are a noise upon detecting. 

 

According to important cosmological measurements [2-5], we have found the following 

results:  

• only the 1% of DM is of baryonic kind (black holes, neutron stars, big 

planets);   

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DEAP
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/WIMP_Argon_Programme
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PICASSO
http://sites.google.com/site/dm2011simple/
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• almost the 30% is represented by Hot Dark Matter (HDM) [6],  made up 

by relativistic particles, with mass smaller than 30 eV, so they cannot clump: the 

candidate HDM particles are the cosmological neutrinos, created by the Big Bang;  

• the remaining 69% is represented by the so called Cold Dark Matter 

(CDM) [7], which is made up by non-relativistic particles, with masses comprised 

between GeV and TeV.  

Due to a large mass and consequently slow velocity their interaction energy takes over 

kinetic energy and they clump together forming Large Scale Structure, and can be revealed by 

gravitational effects. ψut Тn vТrtue of tСe mТnusМule Мross seМtТon a ωDε partТМle Нoesn’t 

interact with a baryonic particle anН Мan’t annТСТlate аТtС Тts antТpartТМle. χt least a Нozen 

candidates were proposed to represent such particles. The most accredited candidate is the 

WIMPs (Weakly Interacting Massive Particle), but there are also some other candidates which 

are very exotic [8].   For their larger abundance, and its non-negligible gravitational effects, 

the CDM as the part of DM is more analyzed in the modern theoretical and experimental 

physical research, and we consider just CDM in our paper.  

 

                Table 1. The estimates for such particle as WIMP are summarized. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The two kinds of particles which best fit these parameters are:  

The Heavy Neutralinos, described in the Theory of Supersymmetry (SUSY), which 

postulates the existence of superpartners of ordinary particles, i.e. new particles whose spins differ 

bв ½.  

The Lightest Kaluza-Klein Particles (LKP),  described in the String Theory, which 

postulates the existence of extra spatial and temporal dimensions in Universe, inside whom these 

Mass                               MW   10 – 5000 GeV/c2  (~ 10 – 5000 mP) 

Velocity                          VW   105 --106  m/sec 

Density                          W  
  0,3 (GeV/c2)/ cm3 

Cross-section of 

interaction                    W  

<10-10 pbarn (~10-44 cm2) 

Flux                               W  
~ 5104    1/(cm2 sec) 

Electric/Color charge    0 
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Kaluza-Klein particles (KK) exist as massive excited states, and the lightest of them is the 

appealing candidate for DM, with mass values between 400-1200 GeV. 

Other candidates – neutrinos and axions (with masses <10 eV/c2) are SIMP (Slim 

Interaction Massless Particles) particles. As they are nearly massless, they move very fast.  Some 

new properties of DM particle are considered in nowadays.  

CERN, with its LHC is also included in the search for the mysterious particles (for 

example, hooperon – neutralino(?) with mass ~ 20 - 100 GeV/c2) do not belong to the family of 

the Standard Model particles. Theoreticians guess γ - radiation coming from the Galactic Center 

is МauseН bв ТnteraМtТons betаeen suМС partТМles. It Тs eбpeМteН tСat tСe ωERσ’s ωεS НeteМtor аТll 

register the neutralino, which will be born during the series of clashes in the modernized LHC. 

Many conferences, including PIRT, pay attention to discussions of the results obtained in 

the already established and running installations, the theoretical justifications of methods of 

research or strategies to explore different observation. Plus a lot of opinions expressed in papers 

in Nature, Science, Physical Revue, The Astrophysical Journal, ArXiv, etc.  

But any DM particle has not revealed yet. Thus, there is a situation in which an object is 

detected, but its composition is not determinate.  

To continue the search we can use another models of DM and DM particles interaction. 

DM is considered from the standpoint of the MOdified Gravitational theory (MOG) and 

MOdified Newtonian Dynamics (MOND).   

It is believed that DM is a quantum defect of the Universe.  

It is guessed that DM is a mass generated by extra dimensions.  

It is interesting to note that from another astrophysical observations and considerations DM 

constitutes threads and filaments spreading on dozens of light years. The collision of galaxies, 

indicating a weak interaction between DM itself, observations and modeling of filament structures 

substantiate the hydrodynamic approach [11-15].               

 The overview of results obtained in different experimental setups, points to a significant 

difference between the spin-dependent SD and the spin-independent SI cross sections of 

interactions so that 8/ ~10
SD SI

   for simple working substances (fig.2). 
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Fig. 2. The comparison of results obtained in different experimental setups, points to a 

significant difference of the spin-dependent SD and the spin-independent SI cross sections 

interactions SD / SI ~ 108 for simple working substances. (Diagrams are from [16]) and the 

spin-independent SI cross sections of interactions so that SD / SI ~ 108 for simple working 

substances. 

 

Such results can be perceived if a non-contact interaction is mediated by magnetic type 

force. So let us fix on non-contact interaction of DM particles with working medium. 

Above it was pointed, that the hypothetical candidate is a lightest supersymmetric particle,  

neutralino, which is a linear combination of Fermi super-partners of the photon, of the W-neutral 

boson and of the Higgs bosons, denoted as 
0
214

0
11331211

ˆˆˆˆ HNHNWNBN  , where N11, N12, 

N13, N14 - are some constants (being the lightest supersymmetric particle, neutralino should be 

stable).  Of course, being "neutral in all respects", neutralino has no electric charge, also if 

electroneutral elementary particles can possess a magnetic moment. Usually it occurs because of 

the reversible virtual transformation of the original "non-magnetic" particle (in ground state) to 

the multiplet   partners, аСТМС Сave an eleМtrТМ МСarРe (SU(βΨ barвons аТtС ТsospТn ½μ (npΨΨ or 

because of  the existence of the virtual cloud of charged quanta of  interaction field, which involves 

"naked nonmagnetic" particles. According to these modern concepts the neutron-magnetic 

moment is also formed (approximately). 

Similarly, a very weak magnetic moment of neutrino (≈10-13
B) should occur [17] due to 

the electroweak processes illustrated by Feynman diagrams presented in Figure 3. 
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Fig. 3.   Cross section of neutrino scattering on electron:  1 - the weak interaction (the 

АeТnberР’s anРle aРrees аТtС sin2
W=0,23);  2 - magnetic interaction (=10-10

B)  [17]. 

On insert: the Feynman diagrams, illustrating initiation of anomalous magnetic moment at Dirac 

(massive) neutrino (D) are given. 

 

In the framework of Salam-Weinberg theory of electroweak interactions (Standard Model) 

an electron neutrino e decays into an electron and a W+ boson with some non-zero probability and 

then through virtual particles annihilates for the time of Δt ≈ ћ/(mWc2) turning into neutrino with 

anotСer СelТМТtв.  DurТnР tСe sСort (≈β×10-27sec) existence of the electric charged particles e- and 

W+, they have time to interact with an external electromagnetic field symbolized in the diagram 

by a photon γ.   Thus the part of the radioactive corrections, which determines the energy shift, is 

interpreted as the interaction energy of the neutrino magnetic moment with the magnetic field.  

A similar assumption about the presence of a magnetic type moment of DM particles is 

beyond the Standard Model, as in fact, DM does not exist inside the Standard Model as such.   One 

of the channels is the reversible annihilation of the neutralino into   a pair of a charged  gauge 

boson  W-type. A diagram illustrated the process shows that the 

two branches of virtual oppositely charged W-boson form a ring 

current IА○, whose corresponding boson loop has the same 

charge (and effective area of SА○). 

We express the magnetic moment of the boson loop SW○ IW○   through the square of the 

Compton wavelength   SW○≈ħ2/(mWc)2 and, using the Heisenberg relations, we estimate the loop 

current   IW○≈О/ W≈ОmWc2/ħ.  Get in the end the expression  SW○ IW○≈Оħ/mW= W    coincides with 

the structure of the standard formula of the Bohr magneton  B  and differs from the last replacing 
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the electron mass  me  on   mW ≈ 1,θ×105me. Accordingly W is approximately 5 orders of magnitude 

smaller B.   The magnetic field with induction ψ ≈ 10T   offers energy the action on א at the level 

of  Wψ ≈ ζ×10-9eV.  The probability of interaction between the atom adsorber, whose atomic 

orbital current induces a field Borb ≈ 10T (typical value field for the spin-orbit effects) with the 

magnetic moment of the boson loop occurring during reversible decay  of the neutralino, estimate, 

squaring the corresponding amendment W○ to the amplitude of the unperturbed boson loop 

)0(

0

)0()0(

'
' '


 

 W
W W

orbW
WWWW EE

B  
   .  Thus, the probability sought for a 

typical value of the energy, eventually lost by neutralino E40≈אeV (the absorber is transferred in 

a reliable registration), is estimated as (WBorb / E10-20≈2(א.  Lined up in a linear chain of 1020 

absorber atoms and adding the probabilities of magnetic interaction with all atoms, bringing its 

level to the level of confidence 110
2010

1

20   .   The length of this "chain of complete absorption" is 

a×1020 where  a,  a solid-state atomic absorption period.  "Build" a hypothetical absorber of a large 

number of such chains, and let his face is square S■.    The cross section of the magnetic interaction 

neutralino-absorber א↔ψorb≈ W○↔ψorb≈S■/NA=S■/(S■×a×1020×nA)≈10-20/(a×nA)≈10-35cm2,  where  

nA
 ≈ γ×1022 cm-3 - the concentration of atoms in the absorber.  Besides fact implies that the less 

registered by the energy, the more such events should occur, and the higher is the estimated section. 

EstТmate «maРnetТМ Мross seМtТon» at tСe level of 10-35cm2, happens to be noticeably higher 

typical values of level of  10-44 cm2, that in the case of its justice indicates character of optimal 

experimental design experiment on search of dark matter particles as the neutralino: it is required 

calorimeter as possible low energy detection threshold (not worse E≈ζ0eVΨ, a solТН-state absorber 

which is to be made of atoms with strong spin/orbital effect, indicating the presence of a large (not 

lower Borb≈10TΨ orbТtal maРnetТsm.  On a calorimeter role with energy threshold of order E≈40eV 

would be able pretend nigh only the unopposed candidate - the system of SQUID-{the 

paramagnetic absorber} [18, 19].  This cryogenic system (Fig. 4) consists of paramagnetic 

absorber demagnetizing due to heating the detected radiation E and quantum interferometer, 

fixing a corresponding decrease in the magnetic moment of the absorber   mabs.    

At sufficiently low (T≈1K) temperatures when the heat capacity of paramagnetic material 

prevails the magnetic contribution E≈ψ mads (where B, depending on the mode of operation of  

the system or the induction of external magnetizing field [18], or the residual field paramagnet 

[10]). The variation of magnetic flux, directly registered by the SQUID is Φ≈ 0 mads / С≈ 0 E 

/(hB), where h - the absorber length (the height of paramagnetic cylinder), 0=4π×10-7H/m. 
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Superconducting quantum interferometer  (SQUID) [20 - 22] due to the sensitivity of their 

Josephson tunnel junctions to the difference between the Cooper condensate quantum phase [23], 

the incoming in operational superconducting SQUID ring under the influence of the magnetic field 

detected, fixes  flow variations in the ring as a fraction of the basic period - flux quantum Φ0 = 

πħ/e ≈ β,07×10-15Wb  (which corresponds to a phase change φ = 2π).  At the same time a good 

but not record sensitivity of the modern interferometer is considered the value  Φ≈10-6Φ0/√Hz.     
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.   Schematic view of the system of SQUID-{the paramagnetic absorber}:  1 - the 

superconducting solenoid magnetization;  2 - the paramagnetic absorber magnetic; 3 - current 

generators, 4 - narrow-band low-frequency amplifier. 

 

This value corresponds the energy resolution E ≈ Сψ Φ / 0 ≈ β×10-18J/√Hz ≈ 1ηeV/√Hz 

(С ≈ 0,1m, ψ ≈ 0,01T), that makes it possible to fix E ≈ 40 eV with maximal frequency nearly 3 

events per second. However, with the expected Earth conditions in the flux density of a DM 

particle at the level of no more than β00 km/s × 1η00 pТeМe/m-3= γ×108 s-1m-2   to the absorber with 

strong paramagnetic atomic orbital magnetism containing at sizes h×S ≈ 0,1m×0,01m2  

approximately 0,15 kmole ≈ 1026 atoms with a cross section of interaction ≈10-35 2 ensure 

maximum registration rate of  γ×10-5events/s≈ζevents/day. Thus, the margin of recording rate of 

about 6 orders of magnitude (10/γ×10-5) can be used to compensate for the loss of sensitivity of 

the system associated with a low (<1, depending on the design [22]), the transmission coefficient 

K of the superconducting flux transformer, which provides communication macroscopic working 

body of absorber with a microscopic phase-sensitive ring SQUIDa where the Josephson junctions 

(such compensation possible to the level of K ≈ (γ×10-5/10)½≈0,0017).   
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Features of the various modes of operation of SQUID -{paramagnetic absorber} system 

discussed in detail in the works: [24] (direct measurement of the growth of entropy using the 

method of adiabatic demagnetization),  [25] (sensitization by replacing atom paramagnetism a 

nuclear with cooling the dissolution refrigerator He3 in He4), [26] (dual-channel mode to eliminate 

lepton processes), [27] (estimate sensitivity in strong fields saturation asymptotic methods of 

statistical mechanics), [28] (resonance registration THz radiation with a wavelength near 10mkm). 

Specificity of the magnetic type interaction of DM particles with "normal" matter is its 

"tangential character" (as opposed to prior conventional interaction "nuclear/head-on" type).  

Currently very popular are also considering the theory of Dark Energy (hypothetical pervasive 

substance responsible for additional relative acceleration of the Hubble law recession of galaxies) 

and elementary dark matter particles of common general physical positions.  As an example of 

such a concept can be seen in fact dark energy as unperturbed state of the all-pervading "Dark 

Substance" density of about 300TeV/m3, which swings (alike acoustic quanta in the gas or liquid) 

play the role of elementary particles of Dark Matter.   

 

Conclusion 

In this paper we have analyzed the problems of DM particles registration. The DM 

conundrum stands in the same row with other contemporizing physical challenges: existence of 

Dark Energy, revealing axions [29], detection of gravitational waves [30], and comprehension the 

mass of neutrino. The possible solution is laid in acceptance the feature of a new kind of matter 

and/or new type of interaction. As was stated the usage of SQUIDs can help to detect low 

probability acts of interaction not only in head-on interactions [31], but in "tangential character" 

interaction also. 
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